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CONTEXTUAL INFLUENCES 0N DEVOICING OF /Z/ IN
AMERICAN ENGLISH
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ABSTRACT
The devoicing of lz/ by speakers of

American English was examined in a
variety of sentence contexts using
acoustic, airflow and EGG data.
Although speakers differed in overall
frequency of devoicing, they showed
similar rank orderings for frequency of
devoicing in different contexts. Both the
immediate phonological context of /7/ and
the prosodic strength of its position in the
word influence the likelihood of
devoicing.

BACKGROUND
Speakers of English often do not fully

vmce obstruents that are phonologically
categorized as voiced. Voiced fricatives
are often considered to require particularly
preCise conditions in the vocal tract:
subglottal pressure must be higher than
oral'air pressure in order to produce
voicmg, but oral air pressure needs to be
higher than atmospheric pressure to
produce turbulence at the supralaryngeal
constriction [l]. The term “devoicing” is
used here to describe an absence of vocal
fold vibration in the production of sounds
normally categorized as voiced.

A number of previous studies have
shown that devoicing is common in
veiced fricatives in both British [2, 3, 4]
and American English [5, 6, 7]. This
experiment uses instrumental data to
investigate two questions about the
veicmg of /z/ in connected speech. (1) In
what enVironments is II] most likely to be
devoiced? (2) How does d '
differ from /s/? CVOICCd [Z]
Mechanisms of devoicing

Most previous studies have usedacoustic data to identify the presence orabsence .of voicing. The temporal
characteristics of devoicing in fricativeshave been documented extensivelyparticularly by [3] and [7]. A greateilikelihood for devoicing a voiced fricativewhen it is adjacent to a voiceless sound orSilence‘has also been noted, suggestingthat a kind of assimilation in voicing stateis at work ([3, 4, 6, 7]). There is less

information available on the physiological
mechanisms involved in devoicing, such
as whether devoicing is the consequence
of a controlled opening movement of the
glottis or is a passive consequence of the
aerodynamic conditions that Ohala [1]

suggests make voiced fricatives difficult
to produce. .

There is some evidence that the glottis

does open during devoiced fricatives.

Haggard [2] concludes, on the 133515. of

F0 fall such as occurs followmg

voicelessness, that the glottis opens

during a voiced fricative in whichglottal

vibration ceases and then is re-initiated.

In a study using transilluminationb], the

majority of tokens of voiced fricatives

showed evidence of glottal opening,
whereas voiced stops mostly did not.

DATA COLLECTION ,
The present experiment was deSigned

to investigate the devoicing of II} Inla

variety of phonological environments In

natural speech. Speakers of American

English produced 4 to 6 repetitions of 19

sentences. In these sentences, /s/ and II}

occurred in contexts matched‘for‘type 0f

neighboring sounds and position in WOI'IJ

or phrase; the matched pairs of /s/ and/

occurred in different sentences. .

Speakers wore a pneumotachographlc
mask to measure airflow and an
electroglottograph (EGG) to measuge

vocal fold contact. These signals andt S

acoustic signal from a head—mountek

microphone were recorded directly to d15

at an 8000 Hz sampling rate. The 21.1510";
and EGG signals were low-pass filteggo

at 1000 Hz, the acoustic Signal at 3

Hz. A tape recording was also made, attic

digitized at 20000 Hz for acOUS is

analysis. Data from three speakers
reported here. , {f

The EGG signal was used [Oldel‘ 15y
Where voicing was present in fricativflé

The amplitude of one EGG cy "6
(maximum — minimum during 00
excursion) was measured at time el

maximum RMS energy In Pheloxlvas
preceding the fricative. The fricativen 0

considered voiced during the Porno
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its duration that the amplitude of the EGG
cycles exceeded one-tenth of the EGG
cycle amplitude at the time of maximum
energy in the preceding vowel. Voicing
was considered to cease when the
amplitude of an EGG cycle fell below this
criterion. For each token of lzl, the
percentage of fricative duration with
voicing was calculated by dividing the
duration of frication during which the
EGG amplitude exceeded criterion by the
totzfl duration of acoustic frication.

The tokens of /z/ were categorized
according to the percentage of their
duration during which there was voicing.
The three categories were:

0- 25% voicing devoiced
26 — 90% voicing partially devoiced

90- 100% voicing voiced
Each category was analyzed separately

and its acoustics and aerodynamics were
compared with tokens of /s/ produced in
matched phonological contexts.

DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IS/
AND 11]

For each speaker, each category of
tokens of /z/ was compared to an
equivalent number of tokens of /s/
matched for phonological context. Paired
tjtests show that /z/ and /s/ differ
S'Enificantly in the following ways. For
all sPeakers, the acoustic duration of
”cation is significantly shorter for /z/

than for matched /s/ for all groups of lfl.
e acoustic duration of a vowel

preceding /2/ is longer than a vowel
preceding Isl for all speakers when II] is
partly or fully devoiced. However, for

Vowels Preceding voiced /z/, only
Speaker 1 had significantly longer
duratmns; for Speakers 2 and 3 the
durations of the vowels preceding voiced
7/ Were not significantly different from

Vowels Preceding matched tokens of /s/.
Casures of airflow also differed

between ls/ and /21. For Speakers 1 and
ythe mean airflow and the maximum

“mow were lower for all groups of lzjts
an for the matched tokens of /s/. This

Was also true for Speaker 2 for partly or
lly devoiced tokens of /d; however, for

.‘5 Speaker there was no significant
‘ ference in the airflow measures
tWeen voiced /2/’s and matched /s/’s.
, he differences in airflow between

SI 3 and devoiced /z/’s could be due toa

Dal-”we" glottal constriction in [g] than in
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[51, supporting the suggestion by Laver
[4] that devoiced sounds may use a
phonation type intermediate between the
approximated vocal folds suitable for
voicing and a fully open glottis.
However, the substantial differences in

duration between /s/ and all types of'lz/

suggest that speakers are distinguishing

the two sounds not only by phonation

type and that, contra Laver, [s] and [a]

should not be regarded as synonymous.

Furthermore, given that mean airflow for

devoiced [g] is comparable to that for [2],

at least for Speakers 1 and 2, it seems

unlikely that devoicing results from active

widening of the glottis. Rather, it may be

the consequence of a lower level of

pulmonic effort.

FRE UENCY OF DEVOICING IN

DIFI‘SIERENT CONTENTS .

Of the three speakers investigated so

far, Speaker 1 was the least likely to

devoice and Speaker 2 the most likely.

Speaker 3 had the most tokens wtth

partial devoicing. In the graphs below,

the lightest shading corresponds to

devoiced tokens of /z/. The darker gray

corresponds to partially dev0iced tokens,

and the black to voiced tokens.

Speaker 1

Speaker 2

Speaker 3

20 60 80 1

Number of tokens

/z/ in
' I. The number of tokens of ' .

ftiilireof the three voicmg categoiej.

devoiced ( El ), partially devoiced( ,

and voiced ( I ). 1 ha}

or the influence of phone ogi

€03:ton the likelihood of devrlilicmgr,1 th:

known effect of the sound fo o_w1 tiis

fricative [6] was confirmed in cm

ex eriment. The likelihood of dez‘lOItthE

bypthe different speakers forthe / 2 a The

rid of “falls” is shown in Elgmedifers

likelihood of devorcmg hetlher a

considerably degggdlangoiggle; stop, or
votce .

:ilgiiile zfiollows the /z/. (Only the relevant

' the
' h sentence appears in

pomiirla‘bgliil)‘: Devoicing 15 least 1111:1113;

align the /z/ is followed by a vowe
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mp bar in the graph) and most likely at the
end of a sentence (the bottom bar).
Although the speakers differ in how often
they devoice overall, they all show a
similar rank ordering among contexts.

Speaker 1.

falls is

falls behind

falls per-

t'alls ##
l l I

I I l
0 l 2 3 4 5 6

Number of tokens
Speaker 2.

falls is

falls behind

falls per-

falls ##

0123456
Number of tokens

Speaker 3.

falls is

falls behind

falls per-

falls ##

0 1 2 3 4 5 6
Number of tokens

Figure 2. Number of tokens of/:/ at theend of “falls ” that speakers produced asdevoiced ( C] ), partially devoiced ( I ),
and voiced ( I ).

A similar pattern was observed forproductions of word-final II] in “pause"with different following environments.This set of comparisons included theword “paused", in which the l7] is in asyllable coda but is not word~flnal. Inthis coda position, 75% of the tokens of/2/ were devoiced and 25% partiallydevoiced, compared to l00‘7c devoicedwhen “pause” was phrase~flnaL The lz/to “pause” in all other contexts was lesslikely to be devoiced.
There is also some influence from thesound preceding a fricative. Syllable and
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word-initial /z/ were more likely to
devoice when preceded by a voiced stop
than a vowel. The top graph in Figure 3
shows more tokens with full voicing for
syllable-initial Iz/ preceded by a vowel
(“degert”) than preceded by a voiced
stop (“observe"). The lower part of
Figure 3 shows more tokens with full
voicing for word-initial l2] preceded by a
vowel (“the ginc’) than preceded by a
voiced stop (“red zinc”).

unassémm‘heui‘e 1

‘fla‘irsf‘e‘i?¥observe

I I I l
0 20 40 60 80 100

Percent of tokens

the zinc

red zinc

20 40 60 80 100

Percent of tokens

Figure 3. Eflect ofpreceding vowel and
voiced stop on likelihood ofdevoicing in
syllable (top) and word (bottom) initial
AV.

All tokens of fully voiced lzl in
“observe” were produced by Speaker I,
the speaker who most often produced
voiced /z/’s. All tokens of devoiced
intervocalic I?! in “dessert” and “the zinc"
were produced by Speaker 2, the speaker
most likely to devoice. Although
devoicing was less frequent for the
syllable- and word-initial lz/‘s shown in
Figure 3 than for the word-final lz/‘s in
Figure 2, nonetheless there were
numerous tokens of initial lz/ with at least
partial devoicing. _

Stress also appears to play a role In
determining the likelihood of devoicing a
fricative, although the data are too sparse
to make firm conclusions. Figure 4
illustrates the greater frequency 0f
devoicing in word—final /2/ at the end of
an unstressed syllable in “Dodgers" than
at the end of a stressed syllable 1n
“recurs”. In both cases the target word
was followed by a stressed syllable With
initial voiced stop.
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Dodgers

reel} rs

0 20 40 60 80 100
Percent of tokens

Figure 4. Percent of word-final /2/ that
are devoiced at the end of an unstressed
syllable (top) and a stressed syllable
(bottom).

The comparisons presented here show
that devoicing is more likely in positions
that are generally the targets of lenition
processes ~—— in unstressed syllables, as
part of a syllable coda, and at the end of a
word or sentence [8]. It is not just the
voicing characteristics of the immediate
environment that condition the voicing of
the fricative. The prosodic strength of the
position in which the /z/ occurs is also
very important in determining whether or
not it will be voiced.

CONCLUSION
Different speakers vary as to how

likely they are to devoice lzl. However,
they shared similar rank ordering for
frequency of devoicing in different
phonological contexts. Speaker 2 rarely
produced 12/ with glottal vibration during
much of its duration, but nonetheless was
more likely to produce at least some
glottal vibration in those contexts that
seemed to favor voicing.

Devoicing is most prevalent in
precisely those environments where
articulatory effort tends to be weaker.
This pattern favors the interpretation that
devoicing is a passive rather than an
active process: speakers are not
generating sufficient airflow from the
lungs to maintain the trans-glottal
pressure drop needed to maintain voicing.
Much as Beckman et al. [9] model
prosodic structure for temporal effects in
production in terms of “sonority-time
Space”, the occurrence of devoicing could
be modeled in terms of the strength of a
fncative’s prosodic environment. In
Weaker prosodic environments, speakers
may use lower airflow, resulting in a
greater likelihood of devoicing. Faced
with the voiced fricative ‘dilemma’ of
maintaining a pressure drop across the
suPl’alaryngeal constriction to preserve the
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frication and a pressure drop across the
glottis to preserve voicing, speakers of
American English apparently prefer to
maintain the frication.
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